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Executive summary 

Based on observations of some of Hungary’s preferred 

policies related to the Single Market, such as the services 

sector, energy, transport and land policy, we may draw 

a conclusion that throughout the decade, regardless of 

slight shifts in focus, different governments have 

consistently pursued Hungarian interests at the EU 

level. Though, at certain points, Hungary could contribute 

constructively to the formulation of e.g. the Services 

Directive, or the Energetic Action Plan, it has rather a 

‘policy taker’ role in each area. Apart from the lack of 

common energy policy in practice, Hungary benefits from 

the system of financial support for common interest projects 

on the one hand, but rather suffers from the restrictions 

on the allocation of EU’s TEN-T funds on road developments 

in the field of transport, on the other hand. Nonetheless, 

already prior to the accession, Hungary along with its 

regional peers could protect its interests against the 

old member states, for instance, in maintaining 

restrictions on land acquisitions. Taking a glance at the 

future, regional cooperation might be a desired solution 

in order to strengthen advocacy capability in respect to 

successfully pursuing or even initiating priorities at the EU 

level. 

 

 

Introduction: Hungary’s performance 

prior to the EU accession and in the 

Single Market 

According to the Maastricht Treaty, the internal market 

as a fundamentally legal phenomenon is a frontiers-free 

area where the (nearly) free movement of goods, services, 

                                                      

1 E. Dienes-Oehm: Magyarország az Európai Unió belső piacán, p. 
75, 76 in Európai Tükör (2009.március): 
http://www.mfa.gov.hu/NR/rdonlyres/26DFF340-E3C7-499D-
B480-25D7472683B9/0/europaitukor200903kulonszam.pdf 
2 http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/smact/docs/smact_1-
2_en.pdf 

capital and human resources is ensured on the basis of the 

Community Law. Until the end of 1992, most of the laid 

down and envisaged measures had been gradually 

implemented in compliance with the White Paper from 1985 

and the Single Market Act from 1987 which contributed 

intensively to the establishment of the Single Market. 1 

Despite deeper integration, a lot has remained to complete 

the principles of the four freedoms in order to create the 

most competitive and prosperous region in the world. The 

Single Market Act I from 2011 and II from 2012, therefore, 

put an emphasis on pushing the integrated market further 

toward a deeper and better operating one.2 As far as the 

level of integrity is concerned, the most important stage was 

the introduction of the single currency with the common 

monetary policy, correspondingly, the creation of the 

monetary union by 2002 aimed to further boost the Single 

Market.3 

Focusing on Hungary, formal integration to the 

European Union legal system began well before the 

accession: since the signature of the Association 

Agreement (AA) by Prime Minister József Antall in 1991 

which came into force in 1994.4 It is also known as the 

Europe Agreements, the AA targeted to set up the free trade 

area in the case of goods and capital. Hungary was able to 

abolish customs levied on goods (except on agricultural 

products) and to almost thoroughly liberalise its capital 

market before the end of 2001. The free trade area, 

however, had been created asymmetrically, favouring the 

associated countries as EU members had to lift certain trade 

obstacles quicker. To sum up, the Association Agreement 

contributed not only to a more dynamic trade between 

candidates and members (however, this dynamism had 

been already achieved couple of years earlier), but also to 

the improvement of the region’s international position. 5  

Already one year before the date of accession, 

countries (finally joining in 2004) could have participated in 

3 A. Blahó (2007): Európai Integrációs Alapismeretek, AULA Kiadó 
Kft. p 97, 98, 234, 235 
4 http://eu.kormany.hu/a-magyar-eu-tagsag-tortenete 
5 A. Blahó (2007): Európai Integrációs Alapismeretek, AULA Kiadó 
Kft. p 234 

http://www.mfa.gov.hu/NR/rdonlyres/26DFF340-E3C7-499D-B480-25D7472683B9/0/europaitukor200903kulonszam.pdf
http://www.mfa.gov.hu/NR/rdonlyres/26DFF340-E3C7-499D-B480-25D7472683B9/0/europaitukor200903kulonszam.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/smact/docs/smact_1-2_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/smact/docs/smact_1-2_en.pdf
http://eu.kormany.hu/a-magyar-eu-tagsag-tortenete
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the work of EU institutions, but they only had an observer 

status without rights to vote. Thus, Hungary had also 

been actively taking part in the development of internal 

market: representatives of the government could express 

their point of view on the drafts of legislations and on other 

measures. Though, neither the Council nor the European 

Parliament were obliged to take these comments into 

account.6  

After the accession to the EU, some restraints 

remained in conjunction with the Single Market including a 

constraint on the free movement of labour from the 

old members’ side and on the free movement of capital 

from the new members’ side. Apart from those 

countries, which immediately opened their labour market to 

the newcomers (e.g. Great-Britain and Ireland), other 

members maintained restrictions until the maximum 7 years 

after the date of entry. Austria and Germany were the last 

ones who removed their limitations on the free movement 

of labour force from new member states. As a 

counterbalance, restraints on capital flows in the form 

of a ban on land acquisitions were in the interest of 

the newcomers and they could maintain those until the 

maximum of 10 years after the date of accession (detailed 

text on Hungary’s interest in connection with land questions 

see below in Chapter VI). Furthermore, every new member 

state had the opportunity to limit the property for secondary 

residence for maximum 5 years (but it was not applied for 

legal entity).7  

As far as other form of obstacles are concerned, to the 

free movement of capital, special voting rights of the 

states (also referred to as “golden shares”) in formerly 

state-owned, but recently privatised companies obliged to 

be scaled down and abolished by the European Commission 

in its statement from the year 1997.8 However not only the 

                                                      

6 E. Dienes-Oehm: Magyarország az Európai Unió belső piacán in 
Európai Tükör (2009.március) p.79, 80: 
http://www.mfa.gov.hu/NR/rdonlyres/26DFF340-E3C7-499D-
B480-25D7472683B9/0/europaitukor200903kulonszam.pdf 
7 E. Dienes-Oehm: Magyarország az Európai Unió belső piacán in 
Európai Tükör (2009.március) p. 78, 79: 
http://www.mfa.gov.hu/NR/rdonlyres/26DFF340-E3C7-499D-
B480-25D7472683B9/0/europaitukor200903kulonszam.pdf 

newcomers, but also the old members could maintain such 

privileges even years after the enlargement.9 In Hungary, 

these shares were transformed legally to ordinary shares 

only in 2007, decreasing government influence that might 

be still maintained by other tools, for instance, by delegating 

supervisory board members to the enterprises.10 As another 

solution in order to regain its ability to advocate public 

interests, the current Hungarian government seems to be 

highly committed to make some steps toward 

recentralization.     

From a 10-year perspective, Hungary performed quite 

well in the transposition of internal market rules. In details, 

according to the Single Market Scoreboard from 2013-

2014, Hungary with its 0.6% could meet the criteria (of 

1%) in terms of transposition deficit and its average 

transposition delay (7.5 months) is in line with the EU 

average. As far as the compliance deficit is concerned 

(0.6%), though it is slightly above the target (of 0.5%), but 

it is under the EU average (of 0.7%). In respect to pending 

infringement cases relating to the Single Market 

legislation, Hungary is performing outstandingly well with 

its 21 ongoing cases in comparison to the EU average of 30. 

Although, the duration of infringement proceedings is quite 

high (it takes 33.8 months whereas the average of the 

Community is only 27.7 months), the compliance with a 

court ruling is only 8.7 months which is more than twice as 

fast as the EU average (of 18.3 months). Regarding 

Internal Market Information System (IMI) and 

EURES in general, both of the systems are working well, 

but could be further improved.11 

 

 

8 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/capital/docs/privcompanies_e
n.pdf 
9 EU-felszólítás hazánknak az aranyrészvény megszüntetésére: 
http://m.hvg.hu/app//gazdasag/20060628aranyreszveny 
10 Mégis fénylik az aranyrészvény: 
http://www.jogiforum.hu/hirek/16366 
11 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/scoreboard/_docs/2014/07/
member-states/2014-07-hungary_en.pdf 

http://www.mfa.gov.hu/NR/rdonlyres/26DFF340-E3C7-499D-B480-25D7472683B9/0/europaitukor200903kulonszam.pdf
http://www.mfa.gov.hu/NR/rdonlyres/26DFF340-E3C7-499D-B480-25D7472683B9/0/europaitukor200903kulonszam.pdf
http://www.mfa.gov.hu/NR/rdonlyres/26DFF340-E3C7-499D-B480-25D7472683B9/0/europaitukor200903kulonszam.pdf
http://www.mfa.gov.hu/NR/rdonlyres/26DFF340-E3C7-499D-B480-25D7472683B9/0/europaitukor200903kulonszam.pdf
http://m.hvg.hu/app/gazdasag/20060628aranyreszveny
http://www.jogiforum.hu/hirek/16366
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/scoreboard/_docs/2014/07/member-states/2014-07-hungary_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/scoreboard/_docs/2014/07/member-states/2014-07-hungary_en.pdf
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First Priority: Services Directive 

1. Initial and final concepts of the 

Services Directive 
The ‘Services Directive’ as the last cornerstone in the 

completion of the Single Market has significantly contributed 

to the liberalisation of the service sector. The service sector 

provides approximately 70%12 of EU GDP (whilst in case 

of Hungary it is around 60%) thus it is rightly considered to 

be the engine of growth.13 From Hungary’s point of view 

opening markets to its competitive sectors (such as 

construction) was crucial, thus the government supported 

the removal of barriers, e.g. administrative ones or to 

eliminate various national regulations. Whereas the exports 

of services made up only 9.8% of the national GDP in 2004, 

it had been gradually increasing to 16.8% by 2013. 

Simplified administration (both for consumers and 

service providers) has enabled businesses to access foreign 

markets more easily. Consequently, it has made the 

provision of cross-border services and also the 

establishment of foreign subsidiaries or branches possible 

and lowered their prices due to the dynamic 

competition.14 While the three freedoms (free movement of 

goods, capital and labour) have been guaranteed since the 

Maastricht Treaty came into force, the principle that implies 

the genuine liberalisation of the service market was 

approved by the European Parliament only in 2006 following 

a nearly two-year debate between the old members and the 

newcomers (despite it was also declared as a principle in 

the Treaty of Rome).15 

In this section the main goal is to observe Hungary’s 

interests, successes as well as failures, and shortcomings 

related to both the initial and amended endeavours of 

                                                      

12  Data source in all cases otherwise it is indicated: Eurostat 
database 
13 http://ec.europa.eu/commission_2010-
2014/president/news/archives/2014/03/pdf/services_en.pdf 
14 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/publications/docs/20years/ac
hievements-web_en.pdf 
15 Szabadabb szolgáltatások három éven belül: 
http://bruxinfo.hu/cikk/20061116-szabadabb-szolgaltatasok-
harom-even-belul.html 

the Services Directive (also referred to as the ‘Bolkestein 

Directive’) that guarantees free movement of services inside 

the Union.  

The draft prepared by the Internal Market 

Commissioner Frits Bolkestein with focus on opening 

markets to Small and Medium Sized Companies (SMEs) was 

submitted to the Council and to the European Parliament in 

2004. The two key pillars which ended the enduring debate 

were the following: the principal of country origin that 

would have enabled countries to provide services in 

accordance with their own national laws, thus to mutually 

recognize each other’s regulations (and would have also 

promoted exports of services) on the one hand, and to 

enhance cooperation between the involved 

authorities on the other hand. In addition, there was no 

regulation regarding the scope of the market liberalisation 

or on what services should be excluded from the Directive.16 

Hungary along with its regional peers and moreover, 

with some liberal old members such as the 

Netherlands, Great Britain and Spain firmly supported 

the initial endeavours of the Services Directive whereas 

Germany, France and Belgium opposed the regulation.17 

The former group envisaged that their cheaper and more 

competitive sectors would benefit from opening the 

market.18 The latter group, consequently, worried about a 

dumping triggered by the lower-income eastern European 

countries, i.e. they were concerned that their local 

companies would not be able to keep pace with 

entrepreneurs providing cheaper services due to their less 

costly labour force. However, as it was reported by the 

Hungarian (Coreper I) ambassador Egon Dienes-Oehm, the 

draft precluded social dumping thanks to the rule according 

to which services providers from abroad were required to 

16  A szolgáltatási irányelv az utolsó elem az egységes piac 
építményében: 
http://www.bruxinfo.eu/cikk/20050801-a-szolgaltatasi-iranyelv-az-
utolso-elem-az-egyseges-piac-epitmenyeben.html 
17 Magyarország is a szolgáltatási irányelv felvizezésétől tart: 
http://www.bruxinfo.eu/cikk/20060213-magyarorszag-is-a-
szolgaltatasi-iranyelv-felvizezesetol-tart.html 
18  A szolgáltatási irányelv az utolsó elem az egységes piac 
építményében: 
http://www.bruxinfo.eu/cikk/20050801-a-szolgaltatasi-iranyelv-az-
utolso-elem-az-egyseges-piac-epitmenyeben.html 

http://ec.europa.eu/commission_2010-2014/president/news/archives/2014/03/pdf/services_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/commission_2010-2014/president/news/archives/2014/03/pdf/services_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/publications/docs/20years/achievements-web_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/publications/docs/20years/achievements-web_en.pdf
http://bruxinfo.hu/cikk/20061116-szabadabb-szolgaltatasok-harom-even-belul.html
http://bruxinfo.hu/cikk/20061116-szabadabb-szolgaltatasok-harom-even-belul.html
http://www.bruxinfo.eu/cikk/20050801-a-szolgaltatasi-iranyelv-az-utolso-elem-az-egyseges-piac-epitmenyeben.html
http://www.bruxinfo.eu/cikk/20050801-a-szolgaltatasi-iranyelv-az-utolso-elem-az-egyseges-piac-epitmenyeben.html
http://www.bruxinfo.eu/cikk/20060213-magyarorszag-is-a-szolgaltatasi-iranyelv-felvizezesetol-tart.html
http://www.bruxinfo.eu/cikk/20060213-magyarorszag-is-a-szolgaltatasi-iranyelv-felvizezesetol-tart.html
http://www.bruxinfo.eu/cikk/20050801-a-szolgaltatasi-iranyelv-az-utolso-elem-az-egyseges-piac-epitmenyeben.html
http://www.bruxinfo.eu/cikk/20050801-a-szolgaltatasi-iranyelv-az-utolso-elem-az-egyseges-piac-epitmenyeben.html
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remunerate their employees at least with the minimum 

wage determined in the host country. Also, it was Hungary’s 

interest to exclude public health, gambling and legal 

services from the scope of the Directive.19  

Nevertheless, German socialist rapporteur Evelyne 

Gebhardt proposed the removal of the most liberal elements 

of the draft such as the principle of country origin that would 

make it possible for companies to provide services abroad 

based on the legislation of their own country. The 

rapporteur proposed the host country principle, instead, 

contributing substantially to a long dispute over the most 

important project of the decade.20  

From Hungary’s (and also its above-mentioned 

partners’ and opponents’) point of view, the final 

legislation text was a result of a compromise of an 

enduring debate. The most remarkable failure from 

Hungary’s point of view was the extension of 

competence of the host country in its control over service 

providers, thus the principle of country origin was replaced 

by that of the administrative cooperation. 21  Moreover, 

Hungary sees a shortcoming in the fact, that it covers 

service sectors providing only 46% of EU GDP (in 

comparison to the above-mentioned 70% share of all the 

service sector in EU GDP): tourism (3.2% of EU GDP), 

cultural and sport activities (1.4%), wholesale and retail 

(11.1%), construction (6%), real estate (10.9%), business 

services (11.7%), other services e.g. repair ones (1.6%).22 

Mostly in accordance with Hungarian interests, certain types 

of services such as financial services, telecommunication 

networks, healthcare services, gambling activities, transport, 

etc. were excluded from the scope of the Directive.23  

Overall, it was the interest of both of the country 

groups to reach compromise given its advantages: besides 

                                                      

19  A hisztérikus hangulat a szolgáltatási irányelv elfogadására 
sürgeti az EU-t: 
http://www.bruxinfo.hu/cikk/20050308-a-hiszterikus-hangulat-a-
szolgaltatasi-iranyelv-elfogadasara-surgeti-az-eu-t.html 
20 Darabokra szedné a szolgáltatási irányelvet az EP raportőre: 
http://www.bruxinfo.hu/cikk/20050415-darabokra-szedne-a-
szolgaltatasi-iranyelvet-az-ep-raportore.html 
21 Magyarország is a szolgáltatási irányelv felvizezésétől tart: 
http://www.bruxinfo.eu/cikk/20060213-magyarorszag-is-a-
szolgaltatasi-iranyelv-felvizezesetol-tart.html 

the better quality of services, the recipients are entitled to 

buy services anywhere in the Single Market, i.e. it is 

prohibited to discriminate consumers on grounds of their 

nationality or businesses on their residence. In case of the 

service providers, however, there might be a possibility to 

apply constraints if it is justified based on necessity 

(meaning there must be an overriding reason coming from 

public interest), proportionality (no other less restrictive 

measures might be used to reach the same result) or it 

would endanger either public security or public health, etc.24 

By the creation of  a general legal framework for the 

freedom of services provision and for the easier 

establishment for providers abroad, as well as for a more 

effective administrative cooperation amongst members, 

most of the burdens were swept away increasing 

competitiveness of the Union.25 Hungary’s biggest success 

was its readiness to implement the Directive and to apply 

the legislation by the required deadline of 2009.  

To sum up, Hungary rather has a “policy taker” role 

regarding the formulation of the Services Directive, but was 

also able to substantially influence certain elements of it 

along with its partners. 

 

2. Future perspectives on the 

development of Hungarian public 

services  
Nevertheless, the second and third Orbán cabinets 

have a somewhat different attitude toward services 

liberalisation. It shows rather willingness to centralize 

public services provision in the field of energy. 

Counterbalancing the lack of practical results of the 

common energy policy in the EU, the government has 

22 http://ec.europa.eu/commission_2010-
2014/president/news/archives/2014/03/pdf/services_en.pdf 
23 
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/employment_and_social_
policy/job_creation_measures/l33237_en.htm 
24 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32006L0123&from=EN 
25 
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/employment_and_social_
policy/job_creation_measures/l33237_en.htm 

http://www.bruxinfo.hu/cikk/20050308-a-hiszterikus-hangulat-a-szolgaltatasi-iranyelv-elfogadasara-surgeti-az-eu-t.html
http://www.bruxinfo.hu/cikk/20050308-a-hiszterikus-hangulat-a-szolgaltatasi-iranyelv-elfogadasara-surgeti-az-eu-t.html
http://www.bruxinfo.hu/cikk/20050415-darabokra-szedne-a-szolgaltatasi-iranyelvet-az-ep-raportore.html
http://www.bruxinfo.hu/cikk/20050415-darabokra-szedne-a-szolgaltatasi-iranyelvet-az-ep-raportore.html
http://www.bruxinfo.eu/cikk/20060213-magyarorszag-is-a-szolgaltatasi-iranyelv-felvizezesetol-tart.html
http://www.bruxinfo.eu/cikk/20060213-magyarorszag-is-a-szolgaltatasi-iranyelv-felvizezesetol-tart.html
http://ec.europa.eu/commission_2010-2014/president/news/archives/2014/03/pdf/services_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/commission_2010-2014/president/news/archives/2014/03/pdf/services_en.pdf
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/employment_and_social_policy/job_creation_measures/l33237_en.htm
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/employment_and_social_policy/job_creation_measures/l33237_en.htm
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32006L0123&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32006L0123&from=EN
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/employment_and_social_policy/job_creation_measures/l33237_en.htm
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/employment_and_social_policy/job_creation_measures/l33237_en.htm
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started to draw up a plan to establish a market-based ‘First 

National Public Utility Service Company’ that would start its 

operation in 2015. By creating a single system covering all 

the energy services (including provision of electricity, gas 

and heating), the aim is to diminish the costs of energy not 

only for the households but also for the businesses. 26 As 

the EU is not able to cut down its energy prices to the level 

of the USA,27 Hungary in compliance with the EU legislation 

endeavours to find solutions to make energy costs lower 

(also referred to as reduction in overhead) in order to 

eventually reach a higher contribution of industrial 

production to GDP.28 

 

 

Second Priority: Energy policy 

1. Retrospective endeavours aiming at 

the creation of common energy policy  
Energy policy is one of the most crucial policies of 

Hungary as a result of its shortage in energy sources, and 

its high dependence on Russia’s supply and transport 

through Ukraine and the 2006 and 2009 gas crisis resulting 

in supply disruption (the latter was a particularly 

unprecedented supply crunch). Thus, supply security 

(both physical and commercial) might be considered as a 

remarkable priority for the respective governments in order 

to ensure both households and businesses with an adequate 

quantity of energy and affordable prices. Therefore, the 

main objectives of supply security are the following: 

diversification of energy sources and routes; encouraging 

                                                      

26 Lázár: Jövőre jön a nemzeti rezsiszolgáltató: 
http://www.penzcentrum.hu/otthon/lazar_jovore_jon_a_nemzeti_
rezsiszolgaltato.1042059.html 
27 Indul az ipari rezsicsökkentés – Orbán kemény vitára számít: 
http://privatbankar.hu/makro/indul-az-ipari-rezsicsokkentes-
orban-kemeny-vitara-szamit-269014 
28 Szijjártó: Az EU nélkül is lesz ipari rezsicsökkentés: 
http://www.napigazdasag.hu/cikk/23074/ 
29 
http://www.pestmegye.hu/images/2014/agazati_strategiak/Magya
rorszag_Energiapolitikaja_2008_2020.pdf  
30  J/185. számú jelentés a Magyar Köztársaság európai uniós 
tagságával összefüggő kérdésekről és az európai integráció 
helyzetéről p 49: 

investments; preparation for emergency situations. 29 

Correspondingly, Hungarian governments actively and 

persistently express their position on the common energy 

policy and completely support EU priorities first set in the 

Action Plan in 2007 (following a debate over the 

proposals of the Green Paper on energy efficiency), notably: 

supply security that was proposed by the Hungarian 

government to be a key priority; sustainability and last but 

not least, competitiveness. 30  Each might be ensured 

particularly by expanding infrastructure and genuinely 

liberalising energy markets to encourage competition. In 

addition, the Action Plan set certain numerical objectives 

aiming at the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and 

boosting the consumption of renewable energy sources and 

biofuels.31  

As far as the common interests of newcomers are 

concerned, they were strongly committed to 

interconnecting their energy markets, especially 

through the construction of a north-south gas pipeline 

from the Baltic to the Balkan region.32 

The Third Energy Package from 2009 is another 

significant document aiming at the creation of the internal 

energy market, but also appears as an obstacle in the 

construction of South Stream gas pipeline. The main goal of 

the package was to foster dynamic competition by making 

network operators independent from natural monopolies.33 

It is necessary to ensure fair competition between suppliers 

by providing them with even access to networks. Besides 

ownership unbundling, the equal conditions of competition, 

the establishment of the Agency for the Cooperation of 

Energy Regulators (ACER), the independence of national 

http://www.parlament.hu/irom38/00185/00185.pdf 
31  J/5597. számú jelentés a Magyar Köztársaság európai uniós 
tagságával összefüggő kérdésekről és az európai integráció 
helyzetéről p 60, 61: 
http://www.parlament.hu/irom38/05597/05597.pdf 
32 T. Stelbaczky: Energiapolitika  in A.Marján (ed.): Magyarország 
első évtizede az Európai Unióban (2004-2014) p 459: 
https://olibx.uni-nke.hu/cgi-
olib91/w207.bat?session=561373163&infile=&sobj=9032&cgimim
e=application%2Fpdf 
33  Nem lesz kötelező a tulajdonosi szétválasztás az 
energiaszektorban:  
http://www.bruxinfo.hu/cikk/20080731-nem-lesz-kotelezo-a-
tulajdonosi-szetvalasztas-az-energiaszektorban.html 

http://www.penzcentrum.hu/otthon/lazar_jovore_jon_a_nemzeti_rezsiszolgaltato.1042059.html
http://www.penzcentrum.hu/otthon/lazar_jovore_jon_a_nemzeti_rezsiszolgaltato.1042059.html
http://privatbankar.hu/makro/indul-az-ipari-rezsicsokkentes-orban-kemeny-vitara-szamit-269014
http://privatbankar.hu/makro/indul-az-ipari-rezsicsokkentes-orban-kemeny-vitara-szamit-269014
http://www.napigazdasag.hu/cikk/23074/
http://www.pestmegye.hu/images/2014/agazati_strategiak/Magyarorszag_Energiapolitikaja_2008_2020.pdf
http://www.pestmegye.hu/images/2014/agazati_strategiak/Magyarorszag_Energiapolitikaja_2008_2020.pdf
http://www.parlament.hu/irom38/00185/00185.pdf
http://www.parlament.hu/irom38/05597/05597.pdf
https://olibx.uni-nke.hu/cgi-olib91/w207.bat?session=561373163&infile=&sobj=9032&cgimime=application%2Fpdf
https://olibx.uni-nke.hu/cgi-olib91/w207.bat?session=561373163&infile=&sobj=9032&cgimime=application%2Fpdf
https://olibx.uni-nke.hu/cgi-olib91/w207.bat?session=561373163&infile=&sobj=9032&cgimime=application%2Fpdf
http://www.bruxinfo.hu/cikk/20080731-nem-lesz-kotelezo-a-tulajdonosi-szetvalasztas-az-energiaszektorban.html
http://www.bruxinfo.hu/cikk/20080731-nem-lesz-kotelezo-a-tulajdonosi-szetvalasztas-az-energiaszektorban.html
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regulatory authorities, the property acquisition by third 

countries and cooperation between transmission system 

operators are the key issues of the package. 34  The 

agreement, in addition provides an opportunity to Member 

States to choose an Independent System Operator (ISO) or 

to apply Independent Transmission System Operator 

(ITO).35 (See details below about the current conflict based 

on this EU legislation between the European Commission 

and several Member States involved in the South Stream 

project.) According to the principle of equal conditions of 

competition, those countries’ energy companies who do not 

apply ownership unbundling are not allowed to obtain 

control neither directly, nor indirectly in those members’ 

network system operator who chose unbundling.36  

Hungary was, overall, not only a policy taker 

concerning adaption of, among others, the above-

mentioned prescriptions, but also a beneficiary of the EU 

policy endeavours. The European Economic Recovery 

Plan of the Commission from 2009 focused on 

infrastructure investments as a solution to the serious 

gas crisis. Those projects (including three Hungarian related 

ones) that addressed to the urgent need of energy supply 

security were financed by the Community. Moreover, in 

order to improve energy security in the Central-European 

region, Visegrad (V4) countries agreed on strengthening 

their cooperation in the area of energy network 

integration and in the diversification of energy supply 

routes and sources.37  

                                                      

34  J/9401. számú jelentés a Magyar Köztársaság európai uniós 
tagságával összefüggő kérdésekről és az európai integráció 
helyzetéről p 36: 
http://www.parlament.hu/irom38/09401/09401.pdf 
35  Nem lesz kötelező a tulajdonosi szétválasztás az 
energiaszektorban:  
http://www.bruxinfo.hu/cikk/20080731-nem-lesz-kotelezo-a-
tulajdonosi-szetvalasztas-az-energiaszektorban.html 
36  J/9401. számú jelentés a Magyar Köztársaság európai uniós 
tagságával összefüggő kérdésekről és az európai integráció 
helyzetéről p 36: 
http://www.parlament.hu/irom38/09401/09401.pdf 
37  J/2425. számú jelentés a Magyar Köztársaság európai uniós 
tagságával összefüggő kérdésekről és az európai integráció 
helyzetéről p 8:  

2. Perspectives of infrastructural 

investments in Hungary 
Out of the three projects of common interest, only two 

might be regarded as successful. The Slovak-Hungarian 

connecting pipeline, strongly supported by both of the 

countries, as a core element of the North-South gas 

interconnections in Central Eastern and South Eastern 

Europe (“NSI East Gas”), is a bi-directional interconnector 

starting its commercial operation in 2015. 38  The 

interconnection of the Czech-Hungarian-Slovak and 

Romanian electricity markets, likely to start its operation 

at the end of 2014, is regarded as another success at 

regional level that is expected to increase liquidity, 

efficiency and eventually, the standard of living in the 

involved countries.39 In contrast, the Hungarian-Croatian 

pipeline might be considered quite a failure given its 

unidirectional feature enabling gas flows only from the 

direction of Hungary to Croatia, however, the possibility of 

reverse flow is currently under feasibility studies.40  

The failure of the Nabucco project (by 2013) 

might be regarded as one of the biggest losses for the 

Central-European region as a whole given the countries’ 

strong dependence on Russian gas. 41  Though this plan, 

supported by both the EU and Hungary, has failed, Hungary 

has interests in Nabucco’s competitor project, notably in the 

Russian initiative South Stream since 2008. Nonetheless, 

this project would only mean diversification in the routes 

(bypassing Ukraine) and not in the sources (as it would have 

been in the case of Nabucco), but still Hungary expects its 

supply security to be strengthened. However, in 2013, the 

http://www.parlament.hu/irom39/02425/02425.pdf 
38 Eladják a szlovák-magyar gázvezetéket: 
http://index.hu/gazdasag/2014/09/30/eladjak_a_szlovak-
magyar_gazvezeteket/ 
39 Idén indulhat a cseh-szlovák-magyar-román közös árampiac: 
http://energiainfo.hu/cikk/iden_indulhat_a_cseh-szlovak-magyar-
roman_kozos_arampiac.31549.html  
40 
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/doc/20140528_energy_security_com
munication.pdf 
41 Vége a magyar gázálomnak – Elbukott a Nabucco: 
http://www.portfolio.hu/vallalatok/energia/vege_a_magyar_gazal
omnak_elbukott_a_nabucco.185835.html 

http://www.parlament.hu/irom38/09401/09401.pdf
http://www.bruxinfo.hu/cikk/20080731-nem-lesz-kotelezo-a-tulajdonosi-szetvalasztas-az-energiaszektorban.html
http://www.bruxinfo.hu/cikk/20080731-nem-lesz-kotelezo-a-tulajdonosi-szetvalasztas-az-energiaszektorban.html
http://www.parlament.hu/irom38/09401/09401.pdf
http://www.parlament.hu/irom39/02425/02425.pdf
http://index.hu/gazdasag/2014/09/30/eladjak_a_szlovak-magyar_gazvezeteket/
http://index.hu/gazdasag/2014/09/30/eladjak_a_szlovak-magyar_gazvezeteket/
http://energiainfo.hu/cikk/iden_indulhat_a_cseh-szlovak-magyar-roman_kozos_arampiac.31549.html
http://energiainfo.hu/cikk/iden_indulhat_a_cseh-szlovak-magyar-roman_kozos_arampiac.31549.html
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/doc/20140528_energy_security_communication.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/doc/20140528_energy_security_communication.pdf
http://www.portfolio.hu/vallalatok/energia/vege_a_magyar_gazalomnak_elbukott_a_nabucco.185835.html
http://www.portfolio.hu/vallalatok/energia/vege_a_magyar_gazalomnak_elbukott_a_nabucco.185835.html
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European Commission initiated a (bilateral) renegotiation on 

the earlier signed agreements about the South Stream 

between Russia and some of its EU member partners 

regarding the arrangement’s breach of EU (third energy 

package) laws and regulations, such as the ownership 

unbundling and the property acquisition by third members. 

In the lack of renegotiations and Russia’s willingness to 

respect EU laws, the Commission is forced to initiate 

infringement proceedings against Member States as it has 

already happened in case of Bulgaria.42 Nevertheless, the 

South Stream project eventually suffered the same fate as 

Nabucco partly due to the financial difficulties arising from 

the project’s soaring costs and to the EU laws that caused 

obstruction.  

Supporting the construction of Southern Corridor 

(guaranteeing gas to Central-Europe from Azerbaijan) 

appears to be another option in order to ensure supply 

security for the long-run.43 

In the field of nuclear energy, as a tool of 

diversification, Hungary and Russia concluded an 

intergovernmental agreement in January 2014 on the 

construction of two new nuclear power plant blocks 

in Paks. The first new reactor is expected to be put in 

operation in 2025. Though, similarly to the South Stream, 

the Paks project has also a chance to fail as soon as the 

provision of Russian credit (at the amount of €10 billion) is 

uncertain, given the low price of oil jeopardising return on 

the Russian investment.44 

The new Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) was set up 

in 2013 guaranteeing an amount of 5.85 billion euros for 

the budgetary period of 2014-2020 in order to improve 

trans-European energy networks (TEN-E). Besides 

energy, it also supports transport and digital networks as 

well. 45  As far as Hungary is concerned, the following 

                                                      

42 Újra kell tárgyalni a Déli Áramlatról aláírt szerződéseket: 
http://www.bruxinfo.eu/cikk/20131205-ujra-kell-targyalni-a-deli-
aramlatrol-alairt-szerzodeseket.html 
43 Magyarország a Déli Áramlat helyett most már a Déli Folyosót 
akarja: 
http://hvg.hu/gazdasag/20141203_Magyarorszag_a_Deli_Aramlat
_helyett_most 
44 Paks: bizonytalanná vált az évszázad beruházása?: 

projects (which are under study) might receive financial 

assistance in the framework of CEF:  

1. The electricity interconnection between 

Hungary and Slovakia might be funded by a 

maximum of 188,959 euro as a section in the 

North-South electricity interconnections in Central 

Eastern and South Eastern Europe Priority Corridor 

(NSI East Electricity). 

2. The gas transmission pipeline between 

Hungary and Slovenia might be supported by a 

maximum of 375,000 as a part of the North-South 

gas interconnections in Central Eastern and South 

Eastern Europe Priority Corridor (NSI East Gas).46 

Furthermore, in the upcoming years it is necessary to 

remedy the lack of bi-directional gas pipelines enabling 

Hungary to import gas from Croatia and Romania. Over-

regulations at the national levels should be also diminished 

given the fact that they are hindering competition on the 

energy market. For instance, there is no technical obstacle, 

the energy cannot flow from one country to another on the 

account of regulation of the access to cross-border 

capacities. Unutilized capacities occupied in advance might 

also trigger either physical or commercial congestions (or 

even both) that should be also remedied.  

To sum up, at the EU level both the Community and 

Hungary consider infrastructural expansions by 

diversifying routes or even sources of energy as a main 

objective in order to strengthen supply security. Even 

though member states reached a common ground in setting 

the priorities related to this particular field, they have 

different interests when it comes to the implementation of 

certain projects. As a consequence of the lack of practical 

results, Hungary is currently seeking its own solutions, i.e. 

defining lower energy prices, centrally. However, such 

measures might imply that the Hungarian government has 

http://www.portfolio.hu/vallalatok/energia/paks_bizonytalanna_va
lt_az_evszazad_beruhazasa.207376.html 
45 
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/mff/facility/connecting_europe_en.ht
m 
46 
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/infrastructure/pci/doc/2014_cef_ener
gy_lists.pdf 

http://www.bruxinfo.eu/cikk/20131205-ujra-kell-targyalni-a-deli-aramlatrol-alairt-szerzodeseket.html
http://www.bruxinfo.eu/cikk/20131205-ujra-kell-targyalni-a-deli-aramlatrol-alairt-szerzodeseket.html
http://hvg.hu/gazdasag/20141203_Magyarorszag_a_Deli_Aramlat_helyett_most
http://hvg.hu/gazdasag/20141203_Magyarorszag_a_Deli_Aramlat_helyett_most
http://www.portfolio.hu/vallalatok/energia/paks_bizonytalanna_valt_az_evszazad_beruhazasa.207376.html
http://www.portfolio.hu/vallalatok/energia/paks_bizonytalanna_valt_az_evszazad_beruhazasa.207376.html
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/mff/facility/connecting_europe_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/mff/facility/connecting_europe_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/infrastructure/pci/doc/2014_cef_energy_lists.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/infrastructure/pci/doc/2014_cef_energy_lists.pdf
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rather the willingness to hindering competition inside its 

borders and discouraging companies from further 

investment activities.47 Though, regulated energy prices are 

likely to be taken out of the system as soon as the internal 

market is to be completed and the network interconnections 

are to be thoroughly created.48 

 

 

Third Priority: Transport Policy 

1. The results of the common transport 

policy 

Opening markets to competition 

The program of the Single Market made the 

liberalisation of transport services inevitable. These sectors 

were in many respects liberalised in the 1990s, which 

opened up the possibility for transport companies to move 

and start business in other member states, however, 

significant limitations remained, for example in the field of 

infrastructure usage. Legislation on the opening of the 

international freight and passenger transport 

market as well as the conditions of road transport were 

adopted in the 1990s. After the accession of Hungary, 

especially the modernisation and implementation of these 

were on the agenda. 

The main objectives of the common transport policy 

for the first decade of the new millennium were laid down 

in the White Paper published in 2001.49 One of the main 

objectives was to find a more effective equilibrium 

between the different modes of transport, by 

                                                      

47 Hiányoznak a beruházások a magyar energiaszektorban: 
http://www.bruxinfo.hu/cikk/20141013-hianyoznak-a-
beruhazasok-a-magyar-energiaszektorban.html 
48 J/13713. számú jelentés Magyarország európai uniós tagságával 
összefüggő kérdésekről és az európai integráció helyzetéről (2013) 
p 15: 
http://www.parlament.hu/irom40/00051/00051.pdf 
49 White Paper – European transport policy for 2010: time to decide. 
COM(2001)370 
50 European regulations on road transport, particularly on working 
conditions were insufficient and poorly enforced. Harmonisation of 
controls and penalties were designed to promote efficient, uniform 

allocating more resources to rail transport to revitalise 

the railways, while decreasing the emphasis put on 

road transport. Regarding the latter, focus was moved to 

tightening up controls and penalties.50 The European 

Commission reviewed this White Paper in 2006. The recent 

White Paper was published in 2011, and the Council debate 

has been conducted during the Hungarian Presidency. The 

informal meeting provided an opportunity for member 

states to join in a high-profile discussion on the future of 

European transport development, before the Commission 

submitted its proposal.51 

The first two railway packages were adopted to create 

a more integrated European railway network 

primarily in the field of the carriage of goods. The Council 

of Transport Ministers reached political agreement on the 

international passenger market liberalisation in December 

2005.52 The third railway package was adopted in 2007, and 

introduced open access rights for international rail 

passenger services including cabotage. 

The Council adopted the road transport package in 

2009 that seeks to modernise, replace and merge provisions 

governing road transport operators and access to the road 

transport markets. From the perspective of Hungary, the 

most heated debate was over the regulation of freight 

cabotage53 (domestic liberalisation of transport operations 

carried out by foreign carriers), but finally a compromise 

was reached to allow for three cabotage operations within 

seven days following an international journey. 54  Today, 

Hungarian policy decision makers are satisfied with this 

compromise and the effects of the liberalisation of road 

freight transport.

interpretation, implementation and monitoring of road transport 
legislation and to harmonise penalties. 
51 http://www.eu2011.hu/news/council-debates-european-
transportation%E2%80%99s-future 
52 Further integration of the European rail system: the third railway 
package. COM(2004)140 
53  Marján Attila 2014. Magyarország első évtizede az Európai 
Unióban 2004-2014. NKE, 2014, p 479 
54 Regulation (EC) No 1072/2009 of the European Parliament and 
of the Council of 21 October 2009 on common rules for access to 
the international road haulage market 

http://www.bruxinfo.hu/cikk/20141013-hianyoznak-a-beruhazasok-a-magyar-energiaszektorban.html
http://www.bruxinfo.hu/cikk/20141013-hianyoznak-a-beruhazasok-a-magyar-energiaszektorban.html
http://www.parlament.hu/irom40/00051/00051.pdf
http://www.eu2011.hu/news/council-debates-european-transportation%E2%80%99s-future
http://www.eu2011.hu/news/council-debates-european-transportation%E2%80%99s-future
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Revision of the Eurovignette Directive 

In 2006 the Eurovignette Directive55 was amended to 

establish a new framework for charging for the use of 

road infrastructure. This made it possible to improve the 

efficiency of the road transport system and ensure the 

proper functioning of the internal market. The directive laid 

down rules for the application by member states of tolls or 

user charges on roads, including roads on the trans-

European road network and roads in mountainous regions. 

From 2012 it applies to vehicles weighing between 3.5 and 

12 tonnes.56 

During the Hungarian Presidency in 2011, an 

agreement was reached between the Council and the 

European Parliament’s negotiating delegations on heavy 

goods vehicles. The European Parliament officially adopted 

the proposal on the charging of heavy goods vehicles 

for the use of certain infrastructures which aims at 

setting the correct transport prices in order to reflect the 

precise costs of the use of heavy goods vehicles more 

accurately in terms of air and noise pollution and climate 

change. The amendment left the introduction of charges 

optional, but the directive slightly increased the possibilities 

of transit countries for obtaining income, while reducing the 

level of charges, hence protecting hauliers.57  

Infrastructure development 

The Maastricht Treaty is considered to be a 

breakthrough in common transport policy, because it 

institutionalised the concept of the Trans-European 

Networks (TEN) in the EU. Regarding the transport 

networks (TEN-T), the emphasis is placed on creating 

transport infrastructure to alleviate congestion: 

motorways, high speed trains and combined forms of 

transport. This has brought a remarkable change in 

transport policy by emphasizing infrastructure development. 

The Maastricht Treaty established the Cohesion Fund to 

                                                      

55 Directive 1999/62/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 17 June 1999 on the charging of heavy goods vehicles 
for the use of certain infrastructures 
56 http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/internal_market/single_
market_for_goods/motor_vehicles/interactions_industry_policies/l
24045b_en.htm 
57 Eu2011.hu: Euro-vignette directive adopted.  

support infrastructure and environmental development of 

the least-developed Member States. The TEN-T corridor 

plans were reviewed and amended in 2004, taking into 

account the enlargement, but Hungarian decision makers 

were not fully satisfied with the plan. According to their 

assessment Hungary was not involved in enough 

prospective corridors. 

 

2. The future of the common transport 

policy 

The future of liberalisation 

Market opening is still a relevant issue in the field of 

rail transport. During the debate on the third railway 

package, some MEPs campaigned for extending market 

liberalisation to the domestic passenger transport. 58 

However, at that time, member states, including Hungary, 

did not support this initiative. The new member states are 

particularly put to risk if marketization is premature, 

because it is more difficult for the transport service 

companies of these middle-income countries to become 

profitable compared to their Western counterparts. It was a 

Hungarian proposal for the third railway package that 

allowed the rail regulators to examine the impact of new 

international routes to the existing public services and, if it 

is necessary, they can limit the possibility of cabotage. 

The Transport White Paper published in 2011 drew up 

a vision for establishing a Single European Railway Area 

(SERA). This means the opening up of the national rail 

markets to cross-border competition. The Commission aims 

to remove obstacles to fair competition through the revision 

of rail market access legislation. 59  The proposal for the 

fourth railway package was published in 2013. It is an 

attempt to reform the rail sector, which is dominated by 

state-owned railway companies that control both the tracks 

http://www.eu2011.hu/news/euro-vignette-directive-adopted 
58  Marján Attila 2014. Magyarország első évtizede az Európai 
Unióban 2004-2014. NKE, 2014, p. 480. 
59 Commission Communication of 17 September 2010 concerning 
the development of a Single European Railway Area COM 
(2010)474 

http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/internal_market/single_market_for_goods/motor_vehicles/interactions_industry_policies/l24045b_en.htm
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/internal_market/single_market_for_goods/motor_vehicles/interactions_industry_policies/l24045b_en.htm
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/internal_market/single_market_for_goods/motor_vehicles/interactions_industry_policies/l24045b_en.htm
http://www.eu2011.hu/news/euro-vignette-directive-adopted
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and the trains. The European Commission intends to 

separate the two parts of the rail business, which would 

presumably lead to more competition and effectiveness. 

Hungarian policy decision makers are concerned with the 

future profitability of the Hungarian State Railways (MÁV 

Strat Zrt.). The Hungarian concerns are more 

understandable in the light of the collapse of Malev. The 

Hungarian national airline went bankrupt in 2012 after the 

European Commission ordered it to repay various forms of 

state aid received between 2007 and 2010. 

Transport safety and security 

Hungary has supported the adoption of the Cross-

Border Enforcement Directive60 from the beginning because 

it was a high priority for the second Orban government to 

make the roads safer.61 After three years of debate the 

ambitious package, by which the European Commission 

sought to increase road safety in the member states, was 

adopted in 2011. The idea was that if a European citizen 

commits traffic offence in an EU member state 

outside their home country, they should not get off 

without a fine. The Directive set up a procedure for the 

exchange of information on eight road traffic offences 

including those linked to the main risk factors on the road: 

speeding, non-use of a seat-belt, failing to stop at a traffic 

light, driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs, failing 

to wear a helmet while motorcycling, use of a forbidden lane 

and illegally using a mobile phone. 

The future of infrastructure development 

Hungarian policy makers were dissatisfied with the 

TEN-T plans since the accession. The review of network 

planning and financing issues of the TEN-T was one of 

the main topics of the informal meeting of the transport 

ministers during the Hungarian Council Presidency.  The 

Visegrad countries could step up together and represent the 

interests of the Central and Eastern European (CEE) 

countries in the debate regarding the future of the transport 

policy and the revision of the TEN-T network: preservation 

                                                      

60 Directive 2011/82/EU of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 25 October 2011 on facilitating the cross-border 
exchange of information on road safety related traffic offences 

of the role of the regional and cohesion funds in 

infrastructure investments.  

The Commission published a map of the nine major 

transport corridors in 2013. These corridors will be the 

backbone of the infrastructure for the traffic between the 

eastern and western countries of the Single Market. Two of 

the nine are North-South corridors, three are East-West and 

four are diagonal corridors. The cost of creating this 

network is estimated at €250 billion in the first stage, 

between 2014 and 2020. However, the Connecting Europe 

Facility (CEF) contributes with only €26 billion to this 

development programme. Hungarian policy makers are not 

perfectly satisfied with the new TEN-T plan, but they regard 

it as significant progress compared to the previous 

programme.62 

The development gap of the CEE countries is larger in 

road infrastructure compared to the railway networks, 

therefore the restrictions of the EC is not consistent with the 

interests of the CEE countries. Furthermore, it is the vital 

interest of the CEE countries to get funds not only for the 

TEN-T related projects, but also for building inferior roads. 

For example while the Hungarian road infrastructure is 

below the European level, Hungary barely gets money for 

road development from the CEF. 

 

 

Regulations on Land Acquisition 

During the negotiations prior to accession Hungary 

was able to successfully represent its interests. As a result 

of that, it was prohibited for natural persons who are non-

residents or non-nationals of Hungary and for legal entities 

to buy agricultural land until May 2011. However, those who 

have been legally resident and active in farming in Hungary 

at least for three years continuously, did not fall under the 

scope of the rule. The Act of Accession also declared a 

61  Based on an interview with the deputy state secretary for 
transport. 
62 Based on an in-depth interview. 
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potential maximum three years extension of the restriction 

(at the request of Hungary) in case of (a threat of) a serious 

disturbance on the agricultural land market.63 In 2011, on 

the account of significant differences between 

Hungary and the old members in terms of the 

farmers’ income level and the price of the land, the 

European Commission gave its permission to the extension 

of the moratorium on the purchase of land by another three 

years.64 Thus, since 1 May 2014 the same rights belong to 

the EU and Hungarian citizens. However, according to the 

New Land Act, permission to buy land (larger than 1 hectare 

but maximum 300 ha) are restricted to nationals of either 

the EU or Hungary who are registered as farmers with the 

Hungarian authorities. Territorial restriction is another new 

regulation, among others notably, farmers may acquire land 

within an area of maximum 20 kilometres from their 

residence.65 

In addition to this great agro diplomatic success, 

Hungary (besides, for instance Poland) was also authorized 

to provide agricultural producers with state subsidies (in 

forms of either direct or interest subsidies) until the end of 

2013 in order to foster their competitiveness.66 

 

                                                      

63 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=OJ:L:2003:236:FULL&from=EN p 849 
64  Zöld utat kapott a magyar földvásárlási moratórium 
meghosszabbítása: 
http://bruxinfo.hu/cikk/20101220-zold-utat-kapott-a-magyar-
foldvasarlasi-moratorium-meghosszabbitasa.html 

65 Sosem lesz már olyan a magyar föld, mint régen: 
http://www.origo.hu/itthon/20140429-kerdesek-es-valaszok-az-uj-
foldtorvenyrol.html 
66 Továbbra is nyújthat állami támogatást hazánk a földvásárláshoz: 
http://bruxinfo.hu/cikk/20091217-tovabbra-is-nyujthat-allami-
tamogatast-hazank-a-foldvasarlashoz.html 
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